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Dene Cool  
Touch

The cold supply runs across the valve before 
being mixed, cooling the valve body -  

pleasant if touched.

COLD WATER

Cool touch bar mixer 
Fast-fit push-fit surface brackets
Riser rail kit with adjustable fixing bracket
Easy-fit pipe spacing guide
TMV2 & WRAS approved 
5 year full parts and labour guarantee

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

What other bar mixer gives you all this:

Take a look at what makes the Triton Dene Cool Touch
the best all-round Bar Mixer available

The Dene Cool Touch is packed
with features to make installation
hassle free and the end users’ daily
experience great.  

It can be incorporated into a wide
variety of installation conditions
including gravity-fed systems.

From the push-fit surface
brackets, to the pipe spacing

gauge and adjustable riser rail
brackets, the Dene Cool Touch Bar

Mixer has been designed for ease of
installation helping to get the job

done on time and with minimum

Fast-fit push-fit 
surface brackets

Pipe spacer
included

TMV2 products are proven to prevent dangerous temperature spikes during user-
adjustments or changes to water supply conditions preventing domestic scalding. 

Uses BS EN 1111 and BS EN1287 as a basis for the thermostatic valves performance testing. 

A single and clear WRAS approval  for the whole product leaving you in no doubt 
that this is a quality shower. 

Triton’s 5 year parts and labour guarantee allows peace of mind and reassurance
that you can fit and forget.

Height adjustable
top bracket
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COOL TOUCHCOOL TOUCHCOOL TOUCH
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Height  adjustable The cool touch technology keeps the metal body of the shower valve at a cool
temperature by diverting the flow of the cold water around the hot water making 

the Dene Cool Touch an ideal family shower.        
  

     

Standard  
Bar Mixer

The hot supply runs across the valve before 
being mixed, heating the valve body - 

uncomfortable if touched.

HOT WATER
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Also available: Dene Hi-Flo Bar Mixer
UNDETHBM

Dene Eco Bar Mixer
ECODETHBM

UNDETHMCT

FASTTO FIT

HARDTO BEAT

COOLTO TOUCH

Surface brackets

Push-Fit

 

EASE OF
INSTALLATION



Triton is a division of Norcros Group (Holdings) Limited.
Triton Showers, Triton Road, Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV11 4NR
It is our policy to improve the design and specification of our products and we reserve the right to depart from the details given without prior notice.

www.tritoninstallers.co.uk

DENE  B     DENE  BAR  MIXER  RANGEDENE  B       R  MIXER  RANGEDENE  BAR  MIXER  RANGE  R  MIXER  RANGE
Triton introduces the new...

Accesible forward facing controls
3 spray pattern rub clean shower
head
Adjustable riser rail fixing bracket

✓

✓

✓

Dene 
Concentric Mixer

Details on all our showering products can be found at: tritonshowers.co.uk

Other products in the Dene Mixer range:

Diverts between
bath and handset
Extended 1.75m hose

Shower head
holder included

✓

✓

✓

Dene Bar Diverter 
Mixer

Single control for 
temperature adjustment 
with constant flow
3 spray pattern shower head
Adjustable riser rail fixing bracket

✓

✓

✓

Dene Sequential
Mixer

EASY CLEAN
SHOWERHEAD

HIGH PRESSURE
SYSTEM

Diverts between bath 
& handset
Extended 1.75m hose
offers additional reach
Manual temperature
control

✓

✓

✓

Code: UNDEBSM

Code: UNDETHEXCM

Code: UNDETHEXSQM

Code: UNDETHBMDIV

Dene Bath Shower
Mixer

EASY CLEAN
SHOWERHEAD

EASY CLEAN
SHOWERHEAD
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 and Performance and Performance
Designed for Durability
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